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ABSTRACT: Hydrogenated amorphous carbon (a-C:H) film
exhibits the superlubricity phenomena as rubbed against dry sliding
contacts. However, its antifriction stability strongly depends on the
working environment. By composting with the fluid lubricant, the
friction response and fundamental mechanisms governing the low-
friction performance and instability of a-C:H remain unclear, while
they are not accessible by experiment due to the complicated
interfacial structure and the lack of advanced characterization
technique in situ. Here, we addressed this puzzle with respect to
the physicochemical interactions of a-C:H/oil/graphene nano-
composite interface at atomic scale. Results reveal that although the friction capacity and stability of system are highly sensitive
to the hydrogenated degrees of mated a-C:H surfaces, the optimized H contents of mated a-C:H surfaces are suggested in order to
reach the superlow friction or even superlubricity. Interfacial structure analysis indicates that the fundamental friction mechanism
attributes to the hydrogenation-induced passivation of friction interface and squeezing effect to fluid lubricant. Most importantly, the
opposite diffusion of fluid oil molecules to the sliding direction is observed, resulting in the transformation of the real friction
interface from a-C:H/oil interface to oil/oil interface. These outcomes enable an effective manipulation of the superlow friction of
carbon-based films and the development of customized solid−fluid lubrication systems for applications.
KEYWORDS: hydrogenation, fluid lubricant, amorphous carbon, friction mechanism, reactive molecular dynamics

1. INTRODUCTION

Due to the superlubricity phenomena (i.e., μ∼0.001) under dry
and high vacuum conditions, hydrogenated amorphous carbon
(a-C:H) film as a fantastic solid lubricant arouses many scientific
and engineering interests in the high-tech fields, such as
automobile, advanced manufacturing, artificial joint, robotics,
aerospace, et al.1−4 This attributes to the pivotal impact of
hydrogen in films, reducing the shearing strength of mated
surfaces through H-induced interfacial passivation and repulsive
forces, as proposed by both the experimental5,6 and theoretical
results.7−9 But a-C:H film also shows high sensitivity to the
environment (O2, H2O, et al.),

10−12 disabling its antifriction
capacity by the surface dehydrogenation or the formation of the
low-density surface shear band.13

Recently, in order to satisfy the ever-growing requirements for
the superlubricity performance at the macroscale and the long-
term reliability of key moving components, the synergistic
combination of amorphous carbon nanostructure and fluid
lubricant becomes a matter of great concern.2,14−19 For the a-C
film as solid lubricant, including H-free and H-containing
cases,1,20 it has excellent self-lubrication property and thus can
improve the tribological property of coated surface signifi-
cantly.16,21,22 Most importantly, it can effectively overcome the
risk of friction-wear failure under instantaneous oil-free or oil-
starved conditions, such as the start/stop period of engine.23 For

the fluid lubricant, it is normally composed of base oil and
lubricant additives, in which the base oil could not only enhance
the antifriction behavior by hydrodynamic lubrication and
weaken the environmental sensitivity of a-C, but also separate
the mated a-C surfaces against their cold welding14,15 and self-
consumption. While the lubricant additive, especially that with
graphene-like structure, canmodify the tribological performance
via the formation of a protective film with low shearing strength
at the sliding contact zone,18,19,24,25 it can also enhance the load-
bearing capacity of base oil against dissociation.26,27

It is well-known that the antifriction capacity of a-C:H/oil/
additive nanocomposite system is closely related with the
surface/interface structure. The hydrogenated degree of a-C:H
film can be tailored in a large scale (0∼50% for H content).1 The
combination of a-C:H films with different surface hydrogenated
states brings the different interfacial structures, potentially
affecting the physicochemical properties of fluid lubricant at the
sliding interface, such as adsorption, wetting, etc. Previous
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experiments and simulations have fully clarified that under the
dry condition, the friction coefficient as a function of the surface
H contents of mated a-C surfaces monotonically decreased.5−9

However, under the lubricant condition, the effect of the
hydrogenated degree of a-C:H surface on the physicochemical
behaviors of base oil and additive is still not fully understood yet.
Which combinatorial model of mated a-C:H surfaces is the most
favorable to reduce the friction remains vague, while it cannot be
achieved in the experiment without numerous heuristic
experiments. Moreover, due to the lack of advanced character-
ization technique in situ, even less is known about the details of
themost essential information on the thin friction interface, such
as the interactions of additive and base oil with a-C:H and their
transformation with increasing the hydrogenated degree of a-
C:H surface. To the best of our knowledge, there are no
experimental or simulation reports yet about this information,
which are the key clues to disclose the underlying antifriction
mechanism and provide the roadmap for technical and
engineering applications.
In light of these considerations and also based on our previous

studies,19,24 we selected graphene as an additive and linear alpha
olefin (AO), C8H16, as a representative base oil, respectively, to
composite with the a-C:H films. Using reactive molecular
dynamics (RMD) simulation, the tribo-induced interface of a-
C:H/oil/graphene synergy system was mainly investigated for
the purpose of understanding how hydrogenated degrees of
mated a-C:H surfaces affect the frictional properties and their
interaction with graphene additive and AO oil. First, we
designed the a-C:H films with different surface H contents by
hydrogenating the intrinsic a-C structure at 600 K (Figure 1a).

Then, we built the a-C:H/oil/graphene model (Figure 1b) to
simulate the friction process, in which the combinatorial
screening of different a-C:H films as mating materials was
considered (Figure 1c). Last, we suggested the optimized model
of mated a-C:H films to achieve excellent antifriction perform-
ance and clarified the underlying mechanism. These outcomes
advance the frontiers of scientific knowledge, which not only
shed light on the origin of friction instability of a-C:H films as
combined with fluid lubricant, but also guide the development
and practical application of high-efficient a-C:H lubrication
system.

2. METHODS
Fabrication of a-C:H Film. Large-scale Atomic/Molecular

Massively Parallel Simulator code28 was adopted to perform all RMD
calculations. In order to evaluate the effect of surface hydrogenated
degree on the friction stability of a-C:H/oil/graphene system, the a-
C:Hmodels with different surface H contents were fabricated. First, the
intrinsic a-C structure was deposited via atom-by-atom deposition
approach,29 which has a size of 42.88 × 40.36 × 31.00 Å3 and was
composed of 6877 C atoms. Then, to carry out the hydrogenation
process (Figure 1a), high-pressure H2 gas was introduced into the top
vacuum space of a-C substrate following the annealing treatment of
system at 600 K for 125 ps with Nose-Hoover thermostat.30 The
number of H2 molecules in the model was increased from 20 to 2600 in
order to tailor the H content of a-C:H surface. Previous study9 has also
confirmed that 600 K was appropriate to change the structure of a-C
surface only without deteriorating the intrinsic structure. After that, the
system was cooled to 300 K and the detailed simulation process was
given in our previous study.9

Friction Model of a-C:H/Oil/Graphene Nanocomposite
System. The “sandwich” friction model was built for each case, as

Figure 1. “Two-step” simulation process and structural analysis of fabricated a-C:H. (a) hydrogenation process of intrinsic a-C surface at 600 K; (b)
friction model; (c) friction process under the fixed contact pressure of 5 GPa and sliding velocity of 10 m/s; (d) structural transformation of fabricated
a-C:H film.
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shown in Figure 1b, including substrate a-C:H, contacting a-C:H, and
fluid lubricant. For the substrate and contacting a-C:H films, the surface
H content ranged from 0 to 44.1 at. %, respectively. The fluid lubricant
consisted of C8H16 base oil with 45 molecules31 and graphene as
additive. The graphene structure was composed of 60 C atoms and its
efficiency of reducing the friction coefficient has been confirmed in
previous studies by comparing with other carbon nanoparticles
(fullerene, carbon nanotube, etc.).18,24 In the following study, the
friction model was abbreviated as c1H/L/c2H, where c1 and c2
corresponded to the surface H contents (unit: at.%) of substrate and
contacting a-C:H films, respectively; L represented the fluid lubricant
including C8H16 oil and graphene additive. The initial surface of fluid
lubricant was 3 Å away from the substrate and contacting a-C:H films.
Friction Process and Parameters. Before the friction process,

Figure 1c showed that the whole system was divided into three layers,
including rigid layer, thermostatic layer at 300 K using microcanonical
ensemble with Berendsen thermostat,32 and free layer; the details could
be found in our previous work.9,24 During the friction process, the
system was first relaxed at 300 K for 2.5 ps, and then a normal force was
applied to the top rigid layer of contacting a-C:H film to achieve a
constant contact pressure of 5 GPa during 25 ps. After that, this top
rigid layer moved along the x direction with a constant velocity of 10m/
s in order to adequately sample the phase structure during the shortMD
simulation time;14,33 the total sliding time was 1.25 ns. After the friction
process, the friction coefficient (μ) was calculated using the following
equation:

μ =
f

W (1)

where the frictional force, f, was calculated by summing the force acting
on the rigid layer of substrate a-C:H model along the sliding direction;
W was the normal force. In addition, the cases without graphene
additive were also considered for comparison. The time step of 0.25 fs
was used and periodic boundary condition was applied along the x- and
y directions. Reactive force field potential developed by Tavazza34 was
used to describe the interactions between base oil, graphene, and a-C:H
films.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Microstructure of a-C:H Film after Surface Hydro-

genation. In order to fabricate the a-C:H films with different
hydrogenated degrees, the intrinsic a-C is annealed at 600 K
under different H2 environments, as shown in Figure 1a. After
the hydrogenation process, it is found that the evolution of a-C
structure mainly occurs at the surface above 27 Å without
deteriorating the intrinsic a-C structure (Figure S1 of
Supporting Information (SI)). The further structure analysis
of a-C:H film in Figure 1d shows that as the number of H2
molecules increases from 0 to 2600, the H content at a-C:H
surface (region with gray background in SI Figure S1) ranges

from 0 to 44.1 at. %. In particular, the sp-C fraction with H
content of a-C:H surface significantly decreases from 21.0 at. %
to 2.5 at. % (Figure 1d). However, when the surface H content
increases from 0 to 3.6 at. %, the change of sp2-C fraction
increases following the drop of sp3-C fraction, which is due to
the thermal-induced sp3-to-sp2 transformation.35,36 With further
increasing the H content to 44.1 at. %, the large amount of H
atoms bond with both the sp-C and sp2-C atoms to form the sp3-
C hybridized structure, accounting for the change of hybridized
structure at a-C surface. In addition, our previous study9 has
confirmed that after the hydrogenation process the obtained a-
C:H films possessed similar roughness values.

Friction Dependence on Mated a-C:H Surface Struc-
tures. Under the lubricant condition, the dependence of
antifriction behaviors onH contents of mated a-C:H surfaces are
demonstrated in Figure 2. First, the evolutions of friction force
and normal force curves with sliding time reveal that for each
case, the system can reach the stable friction stage with almost no
running-in process. The friction coefficient for each system is
calculated using the values of friction force and normal force
during the last sliding time of 200 ps, as given in Figure 2. Note
that compared to the H-free case, hydrogenating the a-C surface
could improve the friction behavior of a-C:H/oil/graphene
nanocomposite system, but the friction coefficient as a function
of H contents of mated a-C:H surfaces is flexible while has no
monotonously decrease as observed under dry condition.9

For the self-mated a-C:H films, when the surface H content
increases from 0 to 18.8 at. %, the friction coefficient decreases
from 0.024 to 0.007, while it increases to 0.042 as the surface H
content reaches 44.1 at. %. Especially, when the a-C:H films with
different hydrogenated degrees are contacted, the superlow
friction coefficient tends to be obtained. For example, in the
18.8H/L/34.1H, the friction coefficient is only 0.003. So
according to the mapping of friction coefficient with H contents
of mated a-C:H surfaces, a region is approximately suggested for
a-C:H/oil/graphene lubrication system (marked with shadow in
Figure 2), in which the ultralow friction (μ < 0.003) can be
normally obtained. In this region, the relationship of the H
contents of mated a-C:H surfaces is described as following:

≥ ≥ + < <y x x38 15.2 in which 3.6at. % 22.8at. %
(2)

where x and y are the surface H contents of substrate and
contacting a-C:H films, respectively.

Interaction between a-C, C8H16 Oil, And Graphene
Additive. The friction behavior is strongly dependent on the
interfacial structure and the hydrodynamic behavior of fluid

Figure 2. Friction results of a-C:H/oil/graphene nanocomposite system, including the friction curves with sliding time and friction coefficient.
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lubricant.14−16,24 In order to clarify the underlying friction
mechanism caused by different mated a-C:H films, the
interactions between a-C:H film, graphene additive, and
C8H16 base oil are explored. First, the introduction of fluid
lubricant could effectively prevent the mated a-C:H films from
cold welding, as shown in SI Figure S2. Moreover, due to the
relatively low contact pressure applied in this work, C8H16 base
oil has no chemical bonding with graphene additive or mated a-
C:H films, which is similar to previous works.15,19,24 In addition,
H atoms at mated a-C:H surfaces interact with base oil and
graphene additive in the form of intermolecular interaction; they
stably exist at the a-C:H surfaces without the breaking of C−H
bond (SI Figure S2) and the formation of hydrogen molecular
during the friction process. This is different from the reports by
A. Erdemir16 and M. Kubo.37

However, the interaction of graphene additive with a-C:H film
exhibits strong sensitivity to the hydrogenated degrees of mated
surfaces. Taking the 0H/L/0H, 18.8H/L/18.8H, 18.8H/L/
34.1H, and 44.1H/L/44.1H systems for examples, Figure 3 and
Figure 4 give the distribution of bond number between graphene
and C atoms in a-C:H (Cgraphene-Ca‑C:H), distribution of C atoms
in graphene, and interfacial snapshots after sliding time of 1250
ps. The mean-square displacement curve (MSD) of graphene
additive24 is also plotted in Figure 5a for each case. For the H-
free system (Figure 3a), the graphene additive first bonds with
the substrate a-C surface, causing one C atom detached from the
substrate, and then quickly interacts with the dangling bond of
contacting a-C surface by strong chemical bonding during the
sliding process (SI Movie S1). This anchoring state makes
graphene additive stabilized to one a-C surface as a protective
film (Figure 4a), smoothing the a-C surface, as reported by

Figure 3. Distribution of Cgraphene-Ca‑C:H bond number during the sliding process for the systems of (a) 0H/L/0H and (b) 18.8H/L/18.8H,
respectively.

Figure 4. Distribution of C atoms in graphene and corresponding morphologies of friction interfaces (the base oil molecules are neglected for view)
after sliding process for the systems of (a) 0H/L/0H, (b) 18.8H/L/18.8H, (c) 18.8H/L/34.1H, and (d) 44.1H/L/44.1H, respectively.
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previous studies.19,38,39 This can be also confirmed by the small
MSD values in Figure 5a. Similar behavior is also observed for
the 18.8H/L/18.8H system, as shown in Figure 3b and Figure
4b. However, although the graphene additive in this system can
also anchor to a-C:H surface, it shows the weakened bonding
strength between graphene additive and a-C:H (Figure 3b).
This is due to the increased H content of a-C:H surface,
passivating the dangling bonds and thus weakening the
intermolecular interaction of a-C:H to graphene. Combined
with the repulsive force of H atoms from a-C:H,7,9 the unbonded
part of graphene structure exhibits a relatively large fluctuation
(Figure 4b, SI Movie S2). This can be confirmed by the slightly
high MSD value in Figure 5a, but it will also affect the
distribution of base oil molecules during the sliding process.
For the 18.8H/L/34.1H system (Figure 4c), with the further

improvement of hydrogenated degrees of mated a-C:H surfaces,
there is no any covalent bond observed between graphene
additive and a-C:H, suggesting the floating state of graphene.
This inevitably induces the increased mobility of graphene
structure at the initial sliding state when compared to the
anchored cases (Figure 5c), but similar to the 18.8H/L/18.8H
system. In addition, for this nonself-mated system, the graphene
additive tends to be deviated to the a-C:H surface with a
relatively low passivated degree during the sliding process (SI
Movies S3). In particular, for the highly hydrogenated 44.1H/L/

44.1H system (Figure 4d and Figure 5a), after the running-in
period of graphene with mated a-C:H films and base oil, the
graphene additive shows the physically stable existence at this a-
C:H/oil interface in the form of floating state (SI Movies S4). In
addition, the graphene structure is parallel to the sliding
direction (Figure 4d). This phenomenon is not only due to the
intermolecular interaction from a-C:H but alsomainly caused by
the squeezing effect of H repulsive stress from contacted base oil
and a-C:H film, as will be discussed later.
In order to further quantify the effect of mated a-C:H surface

structures on graphene additive, the bond number between
graphene additive and a-C:H after the sliding process is counted
and its dependence on theH contents of mated a-C:H surfaces is
given in Figure 5b. It clearly illustrates that increasing the surface
H content reduces the active sites of a-C:H surface and thus
results in the transformation of binding state between graphene
and a-C:H from chemical anchoring to physical floating state.
Especially for these systems with anchored graphene, the
increase of H content in mated a-C:H surfaces weakens the
chemical strength between graphene additive and a-C:H film
(Figure 5b). However, due to the absence of cross-linking
between mated a-C:H films and graphene,24 there is no obvious
dissociation of graphene structure observed.

Role of GrapheneAdditive at theMated a-C:H Surface.
Through the comparison among the results in Figure 2 and

Figure 5. Behavior of graphene additive at friction interface. (a) MSD curves of graphene additive for 0H/L/0H, 18.8H/L/18.8H, 18.8H/L/34.1H,
and 44.1H/L/44.1H systems. (b) Change of bond number between G and a-C:H with H contents of mated a-C:H surfaces. (c) Difference of friction
coefficient between systems with/without graphene additive and its change withH contents of mated a-C surfaces, in which the ball size corresponds to
the value difference. (d) Diffusion coefficient of graphene additive as a function of H contents of mated a-C:H surfaces.
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Figure 5b, the system with strongly anchored or fully float
graphene normally exhibits a relatively high friction coefficient,
while the superlow friction phenomena normally occur in the
transition region of graphene binding state from weak covalent
bonding to floating state. In such transition, mated a-C:H
surfaces have medium H contents, such as 18.8H/L/18.8H and
18.8H/L/34.1H. On the one hand, the graphene with no and
weak bonding at a-C:H surface could strongly disturb the
distribution and mobility of base oil molecules by its side atoms
with high activity, as confirmed by SIMovies S2 and S3, and thus
affect the friction behavior. This is different from the smoothing
effect of graphene strongly anchored onto the poorly hydro-
genated a-C:H surface (Figure 4a) and will be further discussed
by the following analysis of base oil. On the other hand, this
suggests that the role of graphene additive strongly depends on
the H contents of mated a-C:H surfaces. The graphene additive
can reach the maximally synergistic effect with the moderately
hydrogenated a-C:H in reducing the friction. While for these
systems with excess surface H content, the physical adsorption
of graphene additive (Figure 4d) at the a-C:H/oil interface will
weaken or shield the strong repulsive interaction between H
atoms from a-C:H and base oil,24 resulting in the extra increase
of shearing resistance.
In order to further confirm this point, the friction simulations

of systems without graphene additive are conducted. The
difference of friction coefficient between systems with/without
graphene additive, Δμ, is calculated as follows.

μ μ μΔ = −G 0 (3)

where μG and μ0 are the friction coefficients of systems with and
without graphene additive, respectively. Figure 5c displays the
change of Δμ with H contents of mated a-C:H surfaces, which
changes from negative to positive sign. This indicates the role of
graphene additive in friction reduction evolved from positive to
negative effect. For the mated a-C surface with H-free or
moderate H-passivation, the graphene can anchor or adsorb on
the bare site of a-C surface with more dangling bonds. So it plays
a positive role in reducing the friction coefficient which is also
contributed by the H-induced passivation and repulsive
effect.5−9

On the contrary, for the highly H-passivated a-C surface (such
as 44.1H/L/44.1H), as compared to the case without additive,
the introduction of graphene additive brings the unexpected
increase of friction coefficient (Figure 5c), indicating the
negative role of graphene additive in friction reduction. This
physical adsorption of graphene on highly hydrogenated a-C:H
surface decreases the repulsive force of H from a-C:H surface
without obvious change of those from C8H16 bae oil (SI Figure
S3). This G-induced suppression on the strong a-C:H/oil
repulsive interaction will lower the driving force for the diffusion
of oil molecules. Moreover, for each system, whatever the
chemical anchoring or physical floating state of graphene, the
calculated diffusion coefficient of graphene structure is shown in
Figure 5d. It is close to zero for each case, much smaller than that
of base oil. So in the present work, the mobility of graphene
additive should play a limited role on the change of friction
behavior with hydrogenated degree of a-C:H surface. But its
contribution, originating from the effect of different binding
states (Figure 4 and Figure 5b) on the distribution and mobility
of base oil and the a-C:H/oil interaction, should be considered.
Structural Evolution of Friction Interface Induced by

Hydrogenation. Figure 6 shows the changes of interfacial
hybridized structure with sliding time for the 0H/L/0H, 18.8H/

L/18.8H, 18.8H/L/34.1H, and 44.1H/L/44.1H systems,
respectively, which is only contributed by the C atoms from a-
C:H and graphene additive. Note that the evolution of
hybridized structure with sliding time depends on the
hydrogenated state of a-C:H surface. For the friction systems
with bare or poorly hydrogenated a-C:H surfaces, such as 0H/
L/0H, there is a high fraction of sp-C dangling bond (Figure 1d
and Figure 6). As the sliding time increases from 0 to 250 ps, the
sp-C transforms to both the sp3-C and sp2-C hybridized states.
Previous studies7,24 reported that this self-passivation behavior
of carbon structure mainly attributes to the repulsive force of H
atom in base oil, but it is also contributed by the applied normal
load and the bonding between graphene and a-C surface (Figure
3a). However, for the moderately or highly hydrogenated
systems (18.8H/L/34.1H), the sp3-C also tends to be
transformed to the sp2-C structure at the running-in period
besides sp-C (Figure 6). This is related with the increased
surface H content, weakening the effect of H in base oil on the a-
C:H surface. Combined with the shearing effect, it promotes the
sp3-C structure evolved to the thermodynamically favorable sp2-
C structure.35,36

Previous studies7−9 reported that under dry condition, due to
the repulsive interaction between H atoms from mated a-C:H
surfaces and H-induced interfacial passivation, hydrogenating
the a-C surface promoted the easy shearing of friction interface,
leading to the monotonous enhancement of antifriction capacity
with H content of mated a-C:H surfaces. However, it is different
from that under fluid lubricant condition. Figure 7a gives the
stress distribution of H atoms in mated a-C:H surfaces during
the sliding process. Figure 7b illustrates the hybridized structure
of friction interface as a function of H contents of mated a-C:H
surfaces. It can be seen that with increasing the surface H
contents, the total stress values of H atoms in two a-C:H surfaces
and sp3-C fraction increase obviously, which is followed by the
reduction of both the sp2-C and sp-C fractions. But being
different from the reports under dry condition,8,9 the change of

Figure 6. Evolution of the hybridized structure of friction interface (sp3-
C, sp2-C, and sp-C) with sliding time for the systems of 0H/L/0H,
18.8H/L/18.8H, 18.8H/L/34.1H, and 44.1H/L/44.1H, respectively.
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friction coefficient in Figure 2 is not exactly matched with the
passivated degrees and H stress value of mated a-C:H surfaces.
Especially, under the highly hydrogenated system, such as
44.1H/L/44.1H system, it has the lowest fraction of dangling
bond and the highest value of H-induced repulsive stress while
accompanied by the highest friction coefficient.
Moreover, Figure 8 gives the relationship between friction

coefficient and sp-C hybridized structure of friction interface

after the sliding process. It reveals that for most of the cases,
improving the hydrogenated degrees of mated a-C:H surfaces
could reduce the dangling bonds at the sliding interface, which is
favorable to the drop of friction coefficient. However, some
systems, such as thesemarked with red dot lines in Figure 8, have
a similar fraction of sp-C structure but a large difference in
friction coefficient. This indicates that the H-induced
passivation of friction interface may make the main contribution

to the reduction of the friction coefficient. However, it must be
also simultaneously influenced by other factors, such as the
mobility of base oil molecules. Because the high repulsive value
of H atoms in mated a-C:H surfaces (Figure 7a) may seriously
suppress the mobility of base oil molecules, aggravate the
intermolecular interaction between oil molecules, and thus
increase the sliding resistance. This is different from the
experimental and simulation results without fluid lubricant.5−9

Diffusion Behavior of Base Oil Molecules at Friction
Interface. In order to evaluate the effect of hydrodynamic
lubrication of base oil on friction behavior of nanocomposite
system, the analysis of MSD curve is required.24 Figure 9a first
shows the results of base oil molecules for 0H/L/0H, 18.8H/L/
18.8H, 18.8H/L/34.1H, and 44.1H/L/44.1H systems, respec-
tively. It can be seen that theMSD value increases gradually with
sliding time, but it is strongly dependent on the H content of a-
C:H surface. The MSD values marked with gray background in
Figure 9a are fitted to obtain the diffusion coefficient of base oil
molecules along the sliding direction for each case. Figure 9b
shows the dependence of diffusion coefficient of base oil on the
hydrogenated degrees of mated a-C:H films. Note that with
increasing the H contents of mated a-C:H surfaces, the diffusion
coefficient of base oil tends to be increased first and then
decreased. For example, in the 44.1H/L/44.1H system, the
diffusion coefficient of base oil is only 0.273 Å2/ps, while it
reaches to 0.326 in 0H/L/0H, 0.385 in 18.8H/L/18.8H, and
0.463 Å2/ps in 18.8H/L/34.1H, respectively. This change is
related with the H-induced passivation (Figure 7) of friction
interface, reducing the sliding resistance of a-C:H to base oil
(Figure 9c), as also confirmed by previous study,31 But it is also
closely dependent on the repulsive force value of H from mated
a-C:H surfaces (Figure 7a).
For the H-free case (0H/L/0H), although the anchoring of

graphene additive can smooth the a-C surface, there are still
many dangling bonds existed at the mated a-C surfaces (Figure

Figure 7. Stress distribution of H and hybridized structure of friction interface. (a) Stress distribution of H atoms in mated a-C:H surfaces during the
sliding process (unit: GPa). (b) Dependence of interfacial hybridized structure on H contents of mated a-C:H surfaces after sliding time of 1250 ps, in
which only the contributions from graphene and a-C:H are considered.

Figure 8. Relationship between friction coefficient and sp-C hybridized
structure of friction interface after friction process.
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7b), resulting in the strong intermolecular interaction between
base oil and two bare a-C surfaces. So the width of friction
interface is only 18 Å; all base oil molecules, especially H atoms
with repulsive stress in base oil, are localized to the small middle
region of interface (marked with a dotted line in Figure 10a),
limiting their mobility along the sliding direction. Following the
increase of hydrogenated degree of a-C:H surface, such as in
18.8H/L/18.8H (Figure 10b) and 18.8H/L/34.1H (Figure
10c) systems, it reduces the fraction of sp-C dangling bonds
(Figure 7b) at mated surfaces, weakening the intermolecular
interaction of a-C:H surface to base oil. On the other hand, the
H atoms in base oil tend to contact with two a-C:H surfaces. So
the repulsive interaction between H atoms from a-C:H surfaces
and base oil (Figures. 10b,c, and 7a) leads to the increase of
interfacial width, improving the mobility of base oil molecules.
As further increasing the H contents of mated a-C:H surfaces,
such as 44.1H/L/44.1H in Figure 10d, the repulsive force value
from H atoms of mated a-C:H surfaces (Figure 7a) is much
higher than that of base oil molecules (Figure 10d). This high
value causes the oil molecules close to each other and limited to
the central region of friction interface, thus highly increasing the
interaction between base oil molecules to prohibit their diffusion
along the sliding direction.
In addition, with increasing the H contents of mated a-C:H

surfaces, the presence of graphene additive also exhibits different
effects on the diffusion of base oil. By comparison with the
results without graphene additive in Figure 11, it can be seen that

• Poorly hydrogenated a-C:H surface, such as 0H/L/0H:
the addition of graphene additive could significantly
promote the mobility of base oil by chemical anchoring to
smooth the active a-C surface.

• Moderately hydrogenated a-C:H surface, such as
18.8H/L/18.8H and 18.8H/L/34.1H systems: with
further increasing the surface H contents of mated a-
C:H surfaces, it results in the weak bonding or floating
state of the graphene additive with a-C:H. The fluctuation
of weak-bound graphene (Figure 5a) brings the
inhomogeneous distribution of base oil (Figure 10) and
additional resistance to the diffusion of base oil. However,
it also contributes to the slight increase of interfacial width
by its supporting role and thus loosens the distribution of
base oil molecules to reduce their internal forces. This is
confirmed by comparing with the system without
graphene additive (SI Figure S4). So there is a slight
increase of total MSD value of base oil in the system with
additive as compared to that without graphene, as shown

in Figure 11. In addition, the results also suggests that the
oil diffusion in this condition is mainly up to the structures
of mated a-C:H surfaces rather than additive.

• Highly hydrogenated a-C:H surface, such as 44.1H/L/
44.1H: compared to the additive-free case, the addition of
graphene additive decreases the MSD value of base oil,
implying its negative effect. This is consistent with the
result in Figure 5c. Although the graphene additive can
also smooth the surface by physical adsorption (Figure
4d), it lows the repulsive force of a-C:H surface (SI Figure
S3), accounting for the decreasedmobility of base oil. The
above-mentioned analysis reveals that with the increase of
H contents of mated a-C:H surfaces, the contribution of
graphene additive to the mobility of base oil changes from
strengthening to weakening.

Furthermore, by further plotting the relationship of friction
coefficient with H-induced interfacial passivation or mobility of
whole base oil (Figure 8 and SI Figure S5), the friction behavior
seems to be strongly dependent on the interfacial passivation
rather than the mobility of fluid lubricant. This suggests the
significant role of surface passivation, including chemical
termination40,41 or tribo-induced reconstruction,15,42 in the
improvement of friction behavior. However, the diffusion
coefficient of base oil in Figure 9b represents the averaged
mobility of the whole base oil molecules at the interface. Most
importantly, Figure 10 (marked with dot lines) indicates that in
the same system the hydrogenated degrees of mated a-C:H
surfaces and the graphene additive could affect the distribution
of base oil molecules at the friction interface, suggesting the
coexistence of different diffusion behaviors.
In order to disclose this puzzle, the system located at the

sliding time of 1125 ps is selected as reference configuration and
the displacement of each atom in oil molecules along sliding
direction during the following 125 ps is calculated, as illustrated
in Figure 12. The displacement value is visualized by varying the
particle color. For the substrate and contacting a-C:H films, the
displacements are 0 and 12.5 Å, respectively, during 125 ps.
However, the C8H16 oil molecules exhibit different displacement
values and can be approximately divided into three parts: (i) the
first one (named as oilpf) is close to the top contacting a-C:H
film, in which each atom has a positive displacement larger than
12.5 Å, suggesting the high mobility; (ii) the second one exhibits
the negative value of displacement (<0), which contacts with the
bottom substrate a-C:H surface, named as oiln; (iii) the third one
includes these with the displacement value between 0 and 12.5 Å
(named as oilps) which can be distributed at the whole interface,

Figure 9.Diffusion behavior of base oil molecules at friction interface. (a)MSD curves of base oil molecules with sliding time for 0H/L/0H, 18.8H/L/
18.8H, 18.8H/L/34.1H, and 44.1H/L/44.1H systems, respectively. (b) Dependence of diffusion coefficient of base oil on H contents of mated a-C:H
surfaces (unit for diffusion coefficient: Å2/ps). (c) Relationship between diffusion coefficient of base oil and sp-C hybridized structure of friction
interface, in which only the contribution of C atoms from graphene and a-C:H to the hybridization is considered.
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Figure 10.Morphologies and property of base oil molecules at the friction interface for (a) 0H/L/0H, (b) 18.8H/L/18.8H, (c) 18.8H/L/34.1H, and
(d) 44.1H/L/44.1H systems, respectively, including the interfacial configurations, distribution of H atoms from a-C:H surfaces and base oil after
sliding time of 1250 ps, and the stress distribution of H atoms in base oil with sliding time (unit for stress value: GPa).

Figure 11. Comparison of MSD curves of C8H16 base oil in the systems with and without graphene additive, respectively.
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but the displacement value of oil molecule tends to be dropped
from top to bottom. This phenomenon has never been
mentioned in any previous experimental and theoretical studies.
These complicated behaviors will not only cause the existence

of additional force between these oil layers but also strong
sensitivity to the mated a-C:H surfaces. For example, compared
to the system with H-free (0H/L/0H) or highly hydrogenated
(44.1H/L/44.1H) surface, in such system with moderate
surface H content (18.8H/L/34.1H), these molecules in oilps
part are loosely distributed at the interface (Figure 12), reducing
the internal sliding resistance. But most importantly, this unveils
that the hydrogenation of a-C surface will cause the trans-
formation of real sliding interface which dominates the friction
resistance, and thus affect the friction behavior of synergy
lubrication system, as will be discussed in the following part.
Discussion on Friction Mechanism. For the a-C:H/oil/

graphene nanocomposite lubrication system, the above-
mentioned analysis reveals that with increasing the hydro-
genated degrees of mated a-C:H surfaces, it not only promotes
the passivation of friction interface (Figure 7b), causing the
binding state of graphene additive with a-C:H (Figure 5b)
changed from anchoring to floating state, but also affects the
mobility of base oil molecules via the H-induced repulsive effect
(Figure 9b). Especially, the synergistic effect between base oil
and a-C:H surface or graphene additive brings a significant
difference in the distribution and diffusion behavior of base oil
molecules at the friction interface (Figure 10 and Figure 12).

This leads to the force simultaneously originated from six
interactions, including contacting a-C:H/oilpf, contacting a-
C:H/oilps, oilpf/oilps, oilps/oiln, oilps/substrate a-C:H, and oiln/
substrate a-C:H, as illustrated in Figure 13a.
Being different from the case under dry condition,9 in which

the friction mainly occurs at the a-C:H/a-C:H interface, the
introduction of fluid lubricant causes the real friction interface
transformed to the a-C:H/oil composited interface and finally to
the pure oil/oil interface as the oil content is enough.43 Because
oilpf and oilps show different sliding directions with oiln and there
is almost no contact between oilpf and oiln (Figure 12 and Figure
13a), the real friction response should occur at both the oilps/
substrate a-C:H and oilps/oiln interfaces. The corresponding
forces of oiln and substrate a-C:H to oilps are named as f1 and f 2,
respectively. The signs of both the f1 and f 2 are contrary to the
sliding direction and thus resist the diffusion of base oil and the
sliding of system. In addition, the internal resistance among oilps
molecules, f 0, should be also considered. So the friction force, f,
can be approximately described as the following equation.

= + +f f f f0 1 2 (4)

These force values can be affected by the graphene additive,
mobility of base oil, and H-induced repulsive stress and
passivation of mated a-C:H surfaces.
Taking the systems of 0H/L/0H, 18.8H/L/18.8H, 18.8H/L/

34.1H, and 44.1H/L/44.1H for examples, the effect of
hydrogenating the a-C surface on the friction behavior of a-

Figure 12.Displacement along x sliding direction of each atom inC8H16molecules when the sliding time increases from 1125 to 1250 ps. The structure
at the sliding time of 1125 ps is selected as a reference configuration.
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C:H/oil/graphene nanocomposite system and the underlying
friction mechanism are discussed.

• C:H/oil/graphene friction system with bare or poorly
hydrogenated a-C:H, such as 0H/L/0H: In this system,
the graphene additive strongly anchors to the contacting
a-C surface (Figure 3a). Compared to the additive-free
case,31 it can act as a protective film to smooth the sliding
surface, shield partial intermolecular interaction of
contacting a-C surface to enhance the mobility of base
oil, thus contributing to the reduction of friction
coefficient (Figure 2).19,38,39 However, there are still
many dangling bonds remained at the mated a-C:H
surfaces (Figure 7b) following the strong intermolecular
interaction to base oil. So these base oil molecules are
uniformly adsorbed at each a-C surface to support the
applied normal force, which are limited to the narrow
interface (Figure 10a, Figure 12, Figure 13b, and SIMovie
S1). This aggravates not only the internal shearing
resistance of oilps but also the interactions of oilps with
substrate a-C:H and oiln, suggesting the high f1, f 2, and f 0
values and thus explaining for the high friction coefficient
(0.024) in Figure 2. The corresponding schematic
diagram is demonstrated in Figure 13c.

• C:H/oil/graphene friction system with moderately
hydrogenated a-C:H, such as 18.8H/L/18.8H and
18.8H/L/34.1H: it can be divided into two cases: one
with self-mated a-C:H surface and the other composed of

a-C:H surfaces with different H contents. For 18.8H/L/
18.8H system, both the mated a-C:H surfaces are
significantly passivated (Figure 7b). On the one hand,
this weakens the intermolecular interaction of a-C:H
surface to base oil molecules and thus decreases the value
of f 2. On the other hand, this leads to the weak covalent
bonding between graphene and a-C:H surface, as shown
in Figure 3b and Figure 4b. The serious fluctuation of the
unbonded part of graphene structure (Figure 5a) could
prohibit the base oil against internal interaction, but it also
plays a supporting role against the normal load.
Combined with the repulsive interaction between H
atoms from a-C:H surface and base oil (Figure 13b, Figure
7a, and Figure 10b), these result in the obvious increase of
interfacial width and the loose distribution of oil
molecules, reducing both the f 0 and f1 values among
oilps. However, as further increasing the H content of
contacting a-C:H surface only, such as 18.8H/L/34.1H,
there is obviously inhomogeneous distribution of oilps
molecules observed, which is different from that in the
18.8H/L/18.8H system (Figure 12). Especially, due to
the passivation of contacting a-C:H surface, more
molecules in oilps show high mobility along the sliding
direction, while fewer molecules interact with oiln and
substrate a-C:H, thus further lowering the values of f1 and
f 2. Therefore, the superlow friction coefficient (Figure 2)
is obtained. The corresponding schematic diagram for

Figure 13.Discussion on friction mechanism. (a) Snapshots of friction interface at sliding time of 1250 ps as an example. (b) Stress distribution of H
atoms from a-C:H surface and base oil molecules for each case at the sliding time of 1250 ps. (c), (d), and (e) are the corresponding schematic
diagrams for underlying frictionmechanisms of friction systems with bare or poorly, moderately, and highly hydrogenated a-C:H surfaces, respectively.
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clarifying the antifriction mechanism is shown in Figure
13d.

• C:H/oil/graphene friction system with highly hydro-
genated a-C:H, such as 44.1H/L/44.1H: as the mated a-
C:H surfaces are highly hydrogenated, the graphene
additive is stabilized at the a-C:H surface (Figure 4d) due
to the repulsive effect of H atoms from a-C:H and base oil
(Figure 13b, Figure 7a, and Figure 10d). However, this
adsorption of graphene also weakens the high repulsive
interaction of a-C:H surface (SI Figure S3), unfavorable
to the mobility of base oil molecules and the reduction of
friction coefficient, as confirmed by the result in Figure 5c.
In particular, this extremely high repulsive force from both
the a-C:H surfaces (Figure 13b) also causes the oil
molecules localized at the middle of friction interface; the
oilps molecules with different sliding velocities mix
seriously (Figure 12). This deteriorates the hydrodynamic
lubrication property of base oil (Figure 9 and SI Movie
S4) and increases the f 0, f1, and f 2 values significantly
(Figure 13e), although the a-C:H surface is highly
passivated. Hence, the friction coefficient increases to
0.042 from 0.024 for the 0H/L/0H system (Figure 2).

As compared to that under dry condition, the system under
lubricant condition unveils a similar friction mechanism, mainly
depending on the passivation of friction interface and repulsive
force of H atoms from a-C:H surface. However, the friction
coefficient exhibits different dependence on the surface H
content. This is due to the agglomeration of oil molecules
squeezed by the high repulsive of H atoms from substrate/
contacting a-C:H surfaces. To the best of our knowledge, there is
no result reported in previous studies about this issue. Most
importantly, according to the above-mentioned outcomes, we
can also deduce the change of the relationship between friction
behavior of system and surface H content with the working
conditions, such as additive-free case, oil-starved or oil-rich
conditions. For example, under the graphene-free condition,
more H content is required to compensate the positive role of
graphene, leading to the ultralow region deviated to the position
with slightly higher H contents of mated a-C:H surfaces.

4. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we have explored the friction behavior and its
instability of a-C:H/oil/graphene nanocomposite lubrication
system induced by surface hydrogenation at the atomic scale.
With respect to the interaction between a-C:H surface and
graphene, diffusion behavior of base oil, and transformation of
interfacial structure, the underlying friction mechanism was
discussed. Key conclusions are as following.

• With increasing the hydrogenated degrees of mated a-
C:H surfaces, the friction coefficient tends to be decreased
first and then increased. Especially, based on the
optimized H contents of both the mated a-C:H surfaces,
the superlow friction behavior (friction coefficient
<0.003) can be achieved.

• Enhancing the hydrogenated degree of a-C:H surface
promotes the passivation of friction interface. Combing
with the repulsive force of H atoms from mated a-C:H
surfaces, these can account for the instability of friction
behavior.

• However, excessive hydrogenation results in the binding
state of graphene additive with a-C:H surface changed
from chemical anchoring to floating state, which is

followed by the presence of negative effect on friction
reduction. In addition, it also brings the squeezing effect
to the distribution and diffusion behavior of oil molecules.
Furthermore, the presence of different diffusion behaviors
of oil molecules leads to the real sliding interface evolved
from a-C:H/a-C:H interface under dry condition to a-
C:H/oil and oil/oil composited interfaces. These
phenomena have never been reported in previous
experimental or simulation works.

• These findings not only disclose the effect of different
hydrogenated degrees of a-C:H surface on the friction
performance and the fundamental mechanism, but also
suggest an effective method to develop the advanced
solid−fluid lubrication system by tailoring the a-C:H
structure.
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